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Abstract

The current wave of energy consciousness has triggered intense efforts in the search for
alternative sources of cooking fuels, including the use of Agricultural by-products „ke cassava-
peels to form briO.ue.tes which ts substitute of fuel needed for domestic cooking. Cassava pe=,s
re„d„es which mCuded slabs, edging, and cut-offs were compressed w.th hind- and without

assessed The briouettes were ana.yzed for compress.ve strength, vo.atde matter, carbon content,

ANOVA and Duncan test. The percentage carbon content ,n gum Arabic bonded hriaueuc, was

respectlvely. The resu,, of the moisture content of briquettes w,,h binder and without binder were
„ and 49r. respectively. The calorific value of 776,39Kca„kg and 7604.65Kca,/kS w,,s
„bla,„ed mhr,quette with binder and without hinder respectively. The mean values for the
compressive test were 79.625 and 72.875KN for brunette w,th bmder and w.thou, binder
.espectivel, The bmder s.gnif.cant.y mfluenced durab.Hty rating of the br,quet,es ,n different
samp,es. S.m.lar.y, variations msamples formulation for bricjuette volatile matter, carbon
content ash and moisture content were significant (P <0.05), AH the properties investigated
showed that gum Arabic bonded hrtouettes (with binder) have better phys.ca,, mcchamca, and
chemical uuahties man unbounded (without hinder) hritjuettes, For uuahty specification, the best

bnque«e was obtained ,n sample 3Thts shows tha, cassava pcc,s arc good for production o,
briquettes with binder.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the study

Renewable fuel briquettes are an environmentally friendly alternative fuel source

replacing expensive and depleting fuel sources including firewood, coal, charcoal, liquid propane
gas and kerosene. Briquetting is the compaction of loose combustible materials for the purpose
of fuel making (Adegoke, 2002). It is acompaction technology in the general category of
densification. Densification is aprocess in which materials are compressed under pressure to

form aproduct of higher bulk density, lower moisture content and uniform size, shape and
material properties. There are two ways that compaction can be accomplished with and without a
binder. Materials are made to stick together during compression. Otherwise, when the briquette

is removed from the mold, it will crumble to pieces. This fastening agent is known as abinder.
An example of agood binding agent is cassava starch. In some cases, most commonly under
high temperature and pressure, amaterial can act as its own bmder. Wood, for example, becomes
plastic and can be bnquetted without abinder under such conditions. The idea of briquetting is to
use materials that are not otherwise useable due to lack of density, compressing them into asolid
fuel of convenient shape that can be burned like wood or charcoal (Olorunmsola, 2007).

According to Ajueyitsi (2002), in the 1830's aRussian inventor F.P Veshniakov, was the first to
develop amethod of producing hard briquettes from waste wood, charcoal and hard coal. In
recent times in Nigeria briquetting has been applied to charcoal, sawdust and of course

agricultural by - product like cassava peel, rice husks, groundnut shells, sawdust and Shea butler
cake (Adegoke, 2002). Generally briquette processing machines are relatively large, heavy and



costly. What i, needed is asmall, light, stmple and eheap press whteh on be constructed w,.l,
materials avatlable loeally. Olorunntsola (2007) destgned and tested a ey.mdncal briquette
extruston machine ustng paper waste and eoeonut husk. He investigated the effect of mixing
rat.es en the stability of the produced briquettes. Therefore the design and construction of.
suitable machine that can compress wood waste and agricultural waste materials into br,c,uet,e
which can be used as fuel would be a solution to the problem of environmental resources

a

conservation.

1.1.1 Cassava peel

Cassava peel is the outer layer of the cassava tuber. Dried peel of cassava root are led to
sheeps and goats, and raw or boiled tubers are mixed into amash with Pro,e,n concentrates such
as maize, sorghum, groundnut or palm kernel meal and mineral salts for livestock feeding. But
recently in developing countries, dried cassava peel have been used for bnquetting, it also makes
,, possible to use waste products such as saw dust, rice husks, maize cobs etc(Ajueyits,,2002).

1.1.2 Gum Arabic

Gum Arabic or gum acacia is anatural gum made of hardened sap taken from two species
of the acaca tree Acacia Senegal and Acacia seyal Although historically eult.vated in Arabia
and West Asia, it ,s harvested commercially from wild trees throughout the Sahel. The Acaca
Senegal is tapped by cutting holes in its hark while the Acaeia sayel sgum appears on its stent
and branches during the prevalence of the dry desert winds. The finest quality of this gum is
obtained ^ Acaca senega, and the Acaca arao.ca which .s found in parts of Northern Niger.a
(1^.//r.„f,.r^m/-kthaver/htmVGmBMilmhtnil).



1.1.3 Properties and structure of Gum Arabic

G„m arabic ,s classed ,n agroup of substances called araoinogaiacian nroicns !n more
descriptive terms, ,, is essentia.,, apolysaccharide, comprised mostly of galactose, arabmose,

dissolves in water ,0 form highly eoneentrated solutions that are of relatively low v,scos„y,

heterogeneous ,n nature with at least mree discreet components: The first, comprising about 90%

acds It ,s suggested by analysts ma, the structure of thts component ,s globular and highly
branched. The second component, making up about ,0% of the total, has amo.ecu.ar weight o.
, 500 000 and contains about ,0% protein. I, is though, to have asuture consisting or hvc
giohular ,obes of earbohydrate of molecuiar weight of about 250,000 each, the third component

• , t AA*™ in the center of the molecule. It is highly compact with acontains 20 - 50% protein located deep in the center

m0lecularweightof200,000. (—^to^^

1.2 Statement ofthe Problem

1.2.1 Challenges and Remedies of Energy Crisis

m,973 the Arab/Israel war gave r.se to 0,1 embargo tha, was placed on most European

oreat effect on the econom.es of the mdustnahzed nations. Since then, all countries ofthe world
Lve developed fears tha, certain source of energy termed -Non-renewab.e- may one day run ou,
hence the need for alternative sources of energy. The industrialized eountr.es reacted w„h



used and to develop a„erna„ve sources of energy. Since the o„ crises, considerable progress has

spread reserves of natura, gas, whtch rapid,, d,sp,aeed oil in much non-trausport uses
(Bartholomew et al, 2002).

According to Sambo (2009), Energy ,s the mainstay of Nigeria's economic growth and
development. It plays asignified role ,n the nation's international diplomacy and „serves as.
tradab.e commodity for earning the nattona, income, winch ,s used ,0 support government
deve.opmen, programmes. »also serves as an input into the production of goods and services ,n
the nation's mdustry, transport, agr.cuhure, health and educat.on sectors, as well as an
mstrnmen, for politics, security and d.p.omaey. But the ,973 energy eris.s has Cearly shown ,ha,

much on are dep,et,ng rap.d,, and are harder to retrieve. The consequence ,s tha, we could be

„e,s tha, are w,de,y used today are harmM for the environment. The so.nt.on to these prob,en,s
can be reso,ved b, renewab.e energy. The con,r,bu,,o» of etrerg, to Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) ,s expected to he higher when we take into account renewab.e energy utilizauon, wh,c„

p,a„et gives us the opportun.t, ,0 make proper use of sunhght, flowing water, strong winds, hot
spnn„ and bio-resource and convert these into energy These energ, sources are abundant and
free to use. Renewab.e energ, is considered av,ah,e so,u„on to the energy cha.lenges ofN.gcr.a

espccia„y in the ntra, areas of the country and to the restr.cons posed by the rising cos, o
conventional or traditional energy.

a



1.3 Objectives of the Study

a). To design and construct ahydraulically-operated briquetting machine

b). To test the machine for briquette production using cassava peels

c). To carry out analysis of the briquettes

d). To compare with charcoal and wood fuel

1.4 Justification of the Project

It has become more mtportan, for developing countrta » find >ow-cos, method, of
recycling their waste materials. This is espectahy true if these wastes materials have high energy
content tha, can he converted back tnto the energy cycle. Briquettes of Agricultural by-product,
„ke cassava peel, sawdust, r.ce husks etc can largely overcome some of the major problems
regarding their utiUzafon for energy. The situation in the rural areas of the country ,s that most
end users depend on fuelwood. Fuelwood ts used by over 60% of Nigerians living in the rural
areas. Nigena consumes over 50 million metric tonnes of fuel wood annually, arate, winch
exceeds die replenishment rate through various afforestation programmes (Sambo, 2009)
Sourcng fuel wood for domestic and commercial uses ,s amajor cause of desertification in the
arid-zone states and erosion ,n the southern part of the count,,. The rate of deforestation is ahou,
350,000 hectares per year, which ,s equivalent ,0 3.6% of the present area of forests and
woodlands, whereas reforestation ts only at about .0% of the deforestation rate (ICCDD, 2000).
At this present rate of deforestation, there w„. soon he asevere shortage of fue. from wood and ,,
„„ecessa,y to introduce other sources of cheap and available fuels. An increase in agricultural
productivity is associated With increase in agr,cu,tura. residues supplies w.uch can be converted



into high grade energy source with the modem technology known as briquetting. The briquetting

of agro-residues is one sure way of fighting climate change and ensure sustainable development

due to the fact that it reduces dependence on fossil fuel, use waste products, as well as it reduces

pollution which may have resulted in case of dumping (Sambo,2009).

1.5 Scope of the Study

This project work covers the production of briquettes from agricultural by product as well

as the design and fabrication ofabriquetting machine.



CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 -History of Briquetting

Research and development for briquetting has been going on for several decades, with briquette
successfully produced and used across Africa, Asia, and the United States. Biomass densification
by means of some form of mechanical pressure to reduce the volume of vegetable matter and its
conversion to asolid form which is easier to handle and store than the original material, is called
briquetting. Briquetting was first proposed in the 1830's by aRussian inventor F.P Veshmakov,
who developed amethod of producing hard briquettes from wastes wood charcoal and hard coal
(Ajueyitsi, 2002). Many of the developing countries produce huge quantities of agro residues but
they are used inefficiently causing extensive pollution to the environment. The major residues
are rice husk, coffee husk, coir pith, jute sticks, bagasse, groundnut shells, mustard stalks and
cotton stalks. Sawdust, amilling residue is also available in huge quantity. As atypical example,
about 800 tonnes of nee husk ash are generated every day in Ludhiana (Punjab) as aresult of

burning 2000 tonnes of husk, Enkson and Prior (1990).

Historically, biomass briquetting technology has been developed in two distinct directions.
Europe and the United States has pursued and perfected the reciprocating ram or piston press
while Japan have independently invented and developed the screw press technology. Although
both technologies have their merits and demerits, it is universally accepted that the screw pressed
briquettes are far superior to the ram pressed solid briquettes in terms of their storability and
combustibility. Japanese machines are now being manufactured in Europe under licensing
agreement but no information has been reported about the manufacturing of European machine,



in Japan (Grover and M.shra, ,996). Worldwide, both technologies are be.ng used for briquetting.
of sawdust and locally available agro-restdue, Although the importance of b.omass briquettes as
substitute fue, for wood, coal and lignite ,s well recognized, the numerous failures of briquetting
machines in almost all developing countries have tnh.bhed their extensive cxp.eiu.tion.
Enqueuing techno.ogy , ye, to get astrong foothold .„ many developing countries because of
the technical constraints involved and the lack of knowledge to adapt the technology to su.t local
conditions. Overcoming the many operational problems associated with th,s technology and
ensuring the quality of the raw materials used are cruc,a, factors in determining its commercial
success (Singh and Khare, 1993). to addition to thts commercial aspect, the importance oftlus
technology lie. in eonsemng wood, acommodity extensively used ,n developing countries and
leafing to the widespread destruction of forests. Btomass denstficatton, which is also known as
briquetting of sawdust and omer agro residues, has been practiced for many years in seven,,
countries.

According to Grover and Mishra (1996), Screw extrusion briquetting technology was
invented and developed ,n Japan in 1945. As of Apr,. 1969, there were 638 plants in Japan
engaged in manufacturing sawdust briquettes, known as 'Ogalitc', amounting to aproduction
081 MTY. The fact that the production of bnquet.es quadntpled from ,964 to ,969 u, Jap
speaks for ,he success of th.s techno.ogy. Th,s techno.ogy shou.d be differentiated from such
processes as the Trest-o-log' teehno.ogy of the United States, the 'Glomera' method in
Sw,,zer.a»d and the 'Compress' merited in West Germany(h,.p//vvww w,k,ped,a.con„ At
present two ma,n high pressure techno.ogtes: ram or p.ston press and screw ex,n,s,on machmc,
are used for br,que„,ng. Wh„e the briquettes produced by ap.ston press are completely sol.d,
screw press brtquettes on the outer hand have aconcentric hole which gives better conibusuon

ot
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characteristics due to alarger specific area. The screw press briquettes are also homogeneous and
do no, disintegrate eas„y. Having ahigh eombustion rate, these can substitute for co.1 in most
applications and in boilers Briquettes can be produced with adensity of 1.2 g/cn, front loose

fnendly. Also mose advantages tha, are associated with the use of biomass are ptesen, in the
briquet- (http.//www,,c.ec.com,g). With avtew to improving the briqueuing seene in Nigeria,
inegbenebor (2002) compressed fibrous agricultural and wood waste materials with suitable
adhesive into solid fuel briquettes in acompressing machine, which was designed and
constructed for mis putpose. Nine samples of fibrous waste materials were prepared into
different categor.es: -Category A(.00% saw-dust, .00% nee-husk, 50-50% rtce-husk/sawdus,
using starch as adhesive). Category B(.00% saw-dust, 100% nce-husk, 50-50% r,ce-husk/ saw
dust using gum arab.e as adhestve) and category C(.00% saw-dust, .00% rice husk, 50-50%
nce-husk/saw dus, using benton.te as adhesive) The sohd fue. briquettes in cntcgory Chad the
lowest average moisture content of 9.1%. categories Aand Bsohd fue, briquettes had ,0.5% and
,3 0%, respectively. Results from awater bo.ling ,es, (WBT), involving eompanson of the
burning abilities of the sohd fuel briquettes and fire wood of the same quantity (200 grams) in
boiling ,.5 litres of water showed that the solid fuel briquette., bound with each of the three
adhesives; bentonite, gum arab.c and starch; bo.led water within aperiod of 14 to 22 minute,,
wh„e firewood did so withtn aperiod of 22 to 27 minutes. Ar,s .,al (2007) focused on the
development of briquettes from oil palm waste to enhance its utilization as fuel The reuse of
waste materia, reduces operation costs, negative environment effects and dependency on
conventional fue., Several aspects of improvement to the phystca. properties as well as energy
content were taken into account in the study. Atotal of eight tests were conducted for duTeten,



physical properties in terms of durability, impact and eomptessive strength for a36.54 ,0 ratio

pressm. pressure of 159 MPa was used after discovering tha.,, had an outright pos.uve etlecl on
almost al, phys.ea, and energy eomponents for a„ combinations tested. O,ort,„„,so,a (2007,
opened and tested acyhndriea. briquette extruston machine us.ng papet waste and coco
husk He investigated the effect of mtx.ng rattos on the stability of the produced bnquettes.
De,e„a ., a,. (2004) stud.ed the use of grape mo* as abinder to obtain activated carbon

and rtce husk made into pellets through the process of densification. Rice husk gave ,7 3, k.„hg.

60% respectively for sulphur content. For boiltng 2litres of water,,, took them ,5 muuttcs, ,3
m,„u,es and 10 m.nutes respective,, while Purv.s and Gra.g ,1998) treats asmall sca.e b,oma„
fired turbine power plant.

2.2 Briquetting System

The briquetting proce,s i, the conversion of agricultural waste into untform.y shaped
briquettes that are easy to use, transport and store. The idea of br,quett,ng „to use materials that
arc otherwise not usable due to alack of density, compressing them mto asohd fuel ot a

10



d,seases,theyreduce,her,skoff.re,n,hecou„,rt/s,de,(GroverandM,shra,.996)

Accordtng to Ajueytts, (2002), Briquettes were discovered to be an important ,ource of cnctgy

technologie, one of the recommended teehno.og.es ,s .ever operating press (mechantca or
Mrau„c press). Brtquettutg allows ease of transportation and safe storage of wastes as they
have auniform shape and are free of insects and disease catrters.

2.3 Advantages of briquetting

The advantages ofbriquetting are:

1. Gets rid of insects

2. Decreases the volume of waste

3. Efficient solid fuel ofhigh thermal value

4. Low energy consumption for production

5 Protects the environment

6. Provides job opportunities

7. Less hazardous.

2.4 Fundamental Aspect of Briquetting

241 Pressure Compaction

.hae, Tfre technology , also known as brrquetttng and ,t improves the handling characteristic,
„f the materia,, for transport, storing e, Accotdtng to Grover and M.shta („, »
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wh,charebr„adlyeharacter,Zedasde„s,fiea,iontech»o,og,es Agglomeration of residues „done
wtththepu,oseofmak,ngdtemmorede„se for their use ,n energy P-oduction. Kaw tuater.als

prod„c,s.O„thehas,sofeompact,on,,hebrtquettingtecbn„,ogies canbedtvided into:

1 High pressure compaction

2. Medium pressure compaction with aheating device
3 Low pressure compaction with abinder.

hal, these compaction techniques, sohd particles are the starting materia, The ,ndw, ,
part,c,es are sti, .dentifiab.e to some extent ,n the f.na, product. Br.quettmg and extri,s,cn bo,,,
rcpresent compaction te, the pressing together of partic.es ,n aconfined vo, nc
materials which deform under high pressure are pressed, no binders are required (P,tsc„, )•
The strengm of such compacts ,s caused by Van der Waals' forces, Va.ence lorces o,

conditions. F,g.2.1 shows some ofthe binding mechanisms.

or

-ailing high.

Hardening binders

.. , .„ (Van der waal's forces)
Highly viscous binders Iv

Adsorption layers
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Form closed bonds Electrostatic

(Interlocking) forces

Fig.2.1. Binding mechanisms (Pictsch, 1991)

2.4.2 Binding Mechanisms of Densification

In order to understand the suitability of biomass for briquetting, it is essential to know the

physical and chemical properties of biomass which also influence its behaviour as a fuel.

Physical properties of interest include moisture content, bulk density, void volume and thermal

properties. Chemical characteristics of importance include the proximate and ultimate analysis,

and higher heating value. The physical properties are most important in any description of the

binding mechanisms of biomass densification. Densification of biomass under high pressure

brings about mechanical interlocking and increased adhesion between the particles, forming

intermodular bonds in the contact area. In the case of biomass the binding mechanisms under

high pressure can be divided into adhesion and cohesion forces, attractive forces between solid

particles, and interlocking bonds (Pietsch, 1991). High viscous bonding media, such as tar and

other molecular weight organic liquids can form bonds very similar to solid bridges.

According to Pietsch (1991), adhesion forces at the solid-fluid interface and cohesion

forces within the solid are used fully for binding. Ligmn of biomass or wood can also be

assumed to help in binding in this way. Finely divided solids easily attract free atoms or

molecules from the surrounding atmosphere. The thm adsorption layers thus formed are not

freely movable. However, they can contact or penetrate each other. The softening lignin at high

13



temperature and pressure conditions form the adsorption layer with the solid portion. The

application of external force such as pressure may increase the contact area causing the

molecular forces to transmit high enough which increases the strength of the bond between the

adhering partners. Another important binding mechanism is Van der Waals' forces. They are

prominent at extremely short distances between the adhesion partners. This type of adhesion

possibility is much higher for powders. Fibres or bulky particles can interlock or fold about each,

other as a result forming interlocking or form-closed bonds, (Grover and Mishra, 1996). To

obtain this type of bond, compression and shear forces must always act on the system. The

strength of the resulting agglomerate depends only on the type of interaction and the material

characteristics.

2.5 BRIQUETTING TECHNOLOGIES

2.5.1. Screw Press and Piston Press Technologies

High compaction technology or bmderless technology consists of the piston press and the

screw press. In ascrew extruder press, the biomass is extruded continuously by ascrew through

aheated taper die. In apiston press the wear of the contact parts e.g., the ram and die is less

compared to the wear of the screw and die in ascrew extruder press (Pietsch, 1991). The power

consumption in the former is less than that of the latter. But in terms of briquette quality and

production procedure screw press is definitely superior to the piston press technology. The

central hole incorporated into the briquettes produced by a screw extruder helps to achieve

uniform and efficient combustion and, also, these briquettes can be carbonised. At present, screw

press and piston press technologies are becoming more important commercially. As the piston

press technology is comparatively older than the screw press technology, more piston presses are

14



operating today in most developing countries of the world. The lack of basic research to improve

the piston press and the manufacturers' inability to understand the technology are the two prune

reasons why these presses are not performing satisfactorily on acommercial basis. Entrepreneurs

face many problems due to frequent wear in the ram and the die. The life of the ram has been
observed from 33 to 300 hours (Smgh and Khare, 1993). It consists of afly wheel that operates

apiston, which presses the material through atapered die where the briquette is formed. Hut
piston presses have not been successful due to alack of understanding of the characteristics raw

material which in turn affects machine design parameters like flywheel size and speed, crank

shaft size and piston stroke length. The feeding mechanism also needs to be perfected, in this

case according to the bulk density of the raw material (Eriksson and Prior, 1990). While an

appropriate technology is important for briquetting, the compaction characteristics of biomass

also playa significant role.

2.5.2 Hydraulic piston press

The hydraulic piston press is different from the mechanical piston press in that the energy

to the piston is transmitted from an electric motor via ahigh pressure hydraulic oil system. This

machine is compact and light. This machine can tolerate higher moisture content than the usually

accepted 15% moisture content for mechanical piston presses. Peptizing is closely related to

briquetting except that it uses smaller dies (approximately 30 mm) so that the smaller products
are called pellets. The pelletizer has anumber of dies arranged as holes bored on athick steel

disc or ring and the material is forced into the dies by means of two or three rollers. The two

main types of pellet presses are: flat and ring types (Eriksson and Prior, 1990). The flat die type

features acircular perforated disk on which two or more rollers rotate. The ring die press features

arotating perforated ring on which rollers press onto the inner perimeter.
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Some ofthe technical features ofboth types are given below:

Table 2.1: Features ofpellet presses (Eriksson and Prior, 1990)

Flat type Ring type

Disk diameter (mm) 300-1500 250-1000

Track surfaces ofrollers (cm2) 500 -7500 500 - 6000

Large capacity peptizers are available in the range of 200 kg/h to 8ton/h. Thus, pellet press

capacity is not restricted by the density of the raw material as in the case of piston or screw

presses. Power consumption falls within the range of 15-40 kWh/ton.

2.5.3 Compaction Characteristics of Biomass and Their Significance

In order to produce good quality briquettes, feed preparation is very important. Feed

parameters are discussed in this section, as these play a practicable role in briquetting
technology. For densification of biomass, it is important to brow the feed parameters that
influence the extrusion process. For different briquetting machines, the required parameters of

raw materials like their particle size, moisture content and temperature are different. These are

discussed below.

2.5.4 Effect of particle size

Particle size and shape are of great importance for densification. It is generally agreed

that biomass material of 6-8 mm size with 10-20% powdery component gives the best results.

Although the screw extruder which employs high pressure (1000 - 1500 bar), is capable of
briquetting material of oversized particles, the briquetting will not be smooth and clogging might
take place at the entrance of the die resulting in jamming of the machine (Grover and Mishra,
1996). The larger particles which are not conveyed through the screw start accumulating at the
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entry point and the steam produced due to high temperature (due to rotation of screw, heat

conducted from the die and also if the material is preheated) inside the barrel of the machine

starts condensing on fresh cold feed resulting in the formation of lumps and leads to jamming.

That is why the processing conditions should be changed to suit the requirements of each

particular biomass. Therefore, it is desirable to cmsh larger particles to get arandom distribution

of particle size so that an adequate amount of sufficiently small particles is present for

embedding into the larger particles. The presence of different size particles improves the packing

dynamics and also contributes to high static strength (Ludwig, 1994). Only fine and powdered

particles of size less than 1mm are not suitable for ascrew extruder because they are less dense,

more cohesive, non-free flowing entities.

2.5.5 Effect of moisture

The percentage of moisture in the feed biomass to extruder machine is avery critical

factor. In general, it has been found that when the feed moisture content is 8-10 %, the briquettes

will have 6-8% moisture (Sen, 1987). At this moisture content, the briquettes are strong and free

of cracks and the briquetting process is smooth. But when the moisture content is more than

10%, the briquettes are poor and weak and the briquetting operation is erratic. Excess steam is

produced at higher moisture content leading to tire blockage of incoming feed from the hopper,

and sometimes it shoots out the briquettes from the die (Grover and Mishra, 1996). Therefore, u

is necessary to maintain an optimum moisture content. In the briquetting process water also acts

as a film type binder by strengthening the bonding in briquettes. In the case of organic and

cellular products, water helps in promoting bonding by Van der Waals' forces by increasing the

true area of contact of the particles. In fact, the surface effects of water are so pronounced thai
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the success or failure of the compaction process solely depends solely upon the moisture content

of the material.

According to Sen (1987), the right amount of moisture develops self-bonding properties

in lignocellulosic substances at elevated temperatures and pressures prevalent in briquetting

machines. It is important to establish the initial moisture content of the biomass feed so that the

briquettes produced have moisture content greater than the equilibrium value, otherwise the

briquettes may swell during storage and transportation and disintegrate when exposed to humid

atmospheric conditions.

2.5.6 Effect of temperature of biomass

By varying the temperature of biomass the briquette density, briquette crushing strength

and moisture stability can be varied. In a screw extruder, the temperature does not remain

constant in the axial direction of the press but gradually increases. Internal and external friction

causes local heating and the material develops self-bonding properties at elevated temperatures.

It can also be assumed that the moisture present in the material forms steam under high pressure

conditions which then hydrolyses the hemicellulose and lignin portions of biomass into lower

molecular carbohydrates, lignin products, sugar polymers and other derivatives, (Grover and

Mishra, 1996). These products, when subjected to heat and pressure in the die, act as adhesive

binders and provide a bonding effect.

According to Grover and Mishra (1996), the addition of heat also relaxes the inherent

fibers in biomass and apparently softens its structure, thereby reducing their resistance to

briquetting which in turn results in decreased specific power consumption and acorresponding

increase in production rate and reduction in wear of the contact parts. However, the temperature
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should not be increased beyond the decomposition temperature ofbiomass which is around 300

°C.

2.5.7 Effect of temperature of the die

The distinctive feature of a screw type briquetting machine is that heat is applied to the

die 'bush' section ofthe cylinder. This brings about two important operational advantages. The

machine can be operated with less power and the life ofthe die is prolonged. Further, the surface

of the briquette is partially carbonized or torrified to a dark brown color making the briquette

resistant to atmospheric moisture during storage. The temperature ofthe die should be kept at

about 280-290 °C If the die temperature is more than the required one, the friction between the

raw material and the die wall decreases such that compaction occurs at lower pressure which

results in poor densification and inferior strength, (Grover and Mishra, 1996). Conversely, low

temperature will result in higher pressure and power consumption and lower production rate.

2.5.8 Effect of external additives

The briquetting process does not add to the calorific value ofthe base biomass. In order

to upgrade the specific heating value and combustibility of the briquette, certain additives like

charcoal and coal in very fine form can be added. About 10-20% char fines can be employed in

briquetting without impairing their quality, (Grover and Mishra, 1996). Further, only screw

pressed briquettes can be carbonized. When carbonized with additives in the briquette to make

dense char coal, the yield is remarkably increased. However, depending upon the quality of

charcoal and coal powder, various formulations can be evolved for optional results. In piston

press technology the effect of particle size and moisture content is similar to that of the screw
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press. But in this case preheating of raw material is not employed and the die is not heated. In

fact the die needs cooling for smooth briquetting.

2.6. Unit Operations

The above factors illustrate that biomass feed preparation is vciy important and forms an

integral part of the briquetting process. The unit operations of the piston press and the screw

press are similar except where the latest development in screw press technology has been
adopted, i.e., where apreheating system has been incorporated to preheat the raw material for
briquetting to give better performance commercially and economically to suit local conditions,

(Grover and Mishra, 1996). In the present piston press operating briquetting plants, the biomass
is bnquetted after pre processing the raw material, but no preheating is carried out. Depending

upon the type of biomass, three processes are generally required involving the following steps.

A. Sieving -Drying -Preheating -Densification -Cooling -Packing

B. Sieving -Crushing -Preheating -Densification -Cooling -Packing

C. Drying -Crushing -Preheating -Densification -Cooling -Packing

When sawdust is used, process Ais adopted. Process Bis for agro- and mill residues which are

normally dry. These materials are coffee husk, rice husk, groundnut shells, cassava peel etc.

Process Cis for materials like bagasse, coir pith (which needs sieving), mustard and other cereal

stal (Grover and Mishra, 1996).
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 MATERIAL AND METHODS

This chapter presents the design analysis, procedure for briquetting cassava peels, test procedure

of cassava peel briquette, comparison with other samples (charcoal and fuel wood), combustion

test and analysis of cassava peel, charcoal andfuel wood.

3.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND MATERIAL SELECTION

Economy is the basis ofany good design hence material used were carefully selected so as to

serve the specific purpose for which they were meant, while at the same time considering cost.

The properties of the materials must include resistance to corrosion because corrosion may

contaminate the briquette material hence adding unwanted property to the material.

Materials like stainless steel, brass, and grey cast iron have better advantage over others but for

availability and economic reasons, galvanized mild steel was chosen for this project.

3.2 Various Components of the Briquetting Machine

3.2.1 Briquetting Chamber

This unit is used for compressing and moulding ofthe briquette. It is made up ofthe following;

i. 4 cylinders 40mm diameter each where the biomass materials are ted for compaction.

Based on the diameter of the cylinder, the assumed diameter of thebriquette is 40mm and

height of 50mm.

ii. 4pistons 38.50mm diameter each. Assumption based on the diameter ofthe cylinders,

iii. A top cover, 30mm thick.
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3.2.2 Piston Base

This is a c-sectioned bar that transfers the pressure produced by the hydraulic jack to the pistons

for compressing and molding of the briquettematerial.

3.2.3 Frame

The briquetting machine has four angle bars on which the briquetting chamber is hanged, it also

guides the to and fro movement ofthe "C" section bar as it is been pushed up and down by the

hydraulic jack. It also serves as a base for the briquetting chamber.

3.2.4 Hydraulic Jack

This is the lift unit which raises the "C" section bar, pressurizing the bio materials fed to the

cylinders in briquetting chamber from the "C" section bar through the connecting rods to the

pistons; finally pressurize the materials against thebriquetting chamber cover.

3.2.5 Base

This is a flat metal plate that provides support to the machine; it is on this plate that the hydraulic

jack is placed. The machine weight lies on this partof the machine.

3.3 Design Analysis and Calculations

3.3.1 Assumptions:

Cylinder diameter = 40mm

Cylinder length = 95mm

BriquettingChamber cover thickness = 20mm

The distance between each cylinder = 5mm
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Piston diameter = 38.5mm

Piston length = 10mm

3.3.2 Choice of Hydraulic jack Capacity

Using charcoal and fuel wood from Shea butter tree as standard for comparing the briquettes, the

maximum force of compaction of charcoal and fuel wood deducted from the compressive test is

20kN and 60kN respectively. For briquette to burn longer and more effectively than charcoal and

fuel wood, its maximum compaction force has to be more man that of fuel wood and charcoal.

Therefore choosing a compaction force of80kN for the briquette,

Tonnage Capacity ofHydraulic Jack (C) is given as;

C F
lOOOfl

Where;

C= Tonnage capacity ofhydraulic jack

F = Compaction force ofthe briquette

s = gravitational force = 9.8m/s".

80000

(1000X9.8)

= 8.16tonnes

The size of jack used is 10 tones which is the nearest size ofjack available.
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3.3.3 Determination of Cylinder Thickness

Usingthe equation;

PaD = 2tS (Khurmi and Gupta)

Where

_ F
Pa= maximum pressure on the cylinder wall= the compacting pressure - -

D= internal diameter ofthe cylinder = 40mm = 0.04m

S=tensile strength of the material (mild steel) - 430 x106N/m2 (Khurmi and Gupta, 2008)

t = thickness of the cylinder.

F = maximum force

A = surface area of the piston base

From above, ahydraulic jack of 1Otonne was chosen for this project which was designed to carry

a maximum load of 10000kg.

F = mg

- 10000X 9.8 = 98000/V

Surface area ofthe piston base = lxb

I = Length ofthe piston base = 100mm

b - Breadth of the pistonbase = 120mm

A= 100 x 120 = 12000?7im2 = 0.012m2
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= 0.012m'

p.- F'surface area

98000

0.012

= 8.167 x 106N/m2= 8.167N/mm2

Therefore

8.167 x 106 x0.04 =2 x430 x 106 xt

2546160 = 860 x 106t

326680
t:

860X106

t = 0.00038m= 0.38mm

From the above calculation, the minimum cylinder thickness is 0.38mm but for safety and

availability of material, athickness of 3mm will be used for this design.

3.3.4 Calculation of Maximum Shear Stress in the cylinder

To calculate the maximum shear stress produced in cylinder.

Using the equation

Where,

d = diameter of the cylinder
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Pa = pressure required for compaction

t = minimum cylinder thickness

Tmas= Maximum shear stress produced in the cylinder

Where, Pa = 8.1 SlN/mm2

d = 40mm

/ = 3 mm

= 8.167X40 = 136lN/mm2
Tmax 8x3

Based on the above calculations, we can conclude that it is safe to use the parameters used in the
calculation of the cylinder for fabrication since the maximum shear stress acting in the cylinder

is less than the allowable shear stress.

3.3.5 Calculation of cylinder volume

The cylinders volume is calculated in order to know the value of agricultural waste that it will
contain in each batch operation. It can be calculated using equation below

V=-d2l
4

Where, K= volume ofcylinder

d = diameterof cylinder = 40mm

/ = length of cylinder = 95mm

t/=^IX95
4
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V= 119380.52mm3 or 1.1938052 x10"4 m3

To get the total volume of the cylinders, we multiply the value of Vby four (number of

cylinders)

Therefore the volume of the cylinders =119380.52 mm3 x4=477522.08mm'

3.3.6 Determination of the Compression Ratio

Let the distance travelled by the piston to compress the briquette material to height of 50mm be

"S"

Therefore, S=height of cylinder- designed height of briquette

Height of cylinder = 95mm

Designed height ofbriquette = 50mm

S = 95-50 = 45mm

The displacement volume (Vd) = - d S

3.142X402Vd= *7" x45

= 56548.67mm3

And total volume (V) =dtsplacement volume (Vd) +compression volume (V0)

V0 = V-Vd

=119380.52-56548.67 = 62831.85mm3
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• / X _ vCompression ratio (r0) - —

119380.52 _.g
62831.85

3.3.7 Determination ofThickness ofBriquette Cover

From equation

£ = 3l*™i (Khurmi and Gupta, 2008)
ES2 v

Where

t = thickness of the plate

k=constant depending on its length and breadth

F = concentrated load

<5 = Maximum displacement

E = modulus of elasticity of the plate

K = b-
a

b = breadth of the plate = 120mm

a = length of the plate = 100mm

K = — = 1.2
100

Ifthe maximum deflection 5= 0.3mm (Assumed)
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E = 220 x 103 N/mm2 (Khurmi and Gupta)

F= 980007V

3j1,2x98oooxi2o' =1244mm
1 220000X22

3.3.8 Spring Design

After the compression or compaction of the briquetting material to produce briquette by the

hydraulic jack through the pistons, the formed briquettes are collected at the top of the
briquetting chamber by removing the briquetting chamber cover and further jack the hydraulic

jack lever till the briquettes is out of the briquetting chamber.

Two helical tensile springs are used to pull back the hydraulic jack lever to its normal height or

length once the hydraulic jack valve is released or opened.

Let;

The normal height of the hydraulic jack (height before jackmg the lever) be =the free length of

the spring = 200mm.

The maximum distance travelled by the hydraulic jack =maximum deflection of the spring -

100mm

Diameter ofthe spring wire (d) = 3mm (assumed)

Spring index = 5 (assumed)
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3.3.8.1 Determination ofNumber ofActive Turns of the Springs

Free length of spring =nxd +8max +(n - 1) X1 (Khumi and Gupta)

Where

n = number of active turns

d = diameter of spring wire= 3mm

Smax= maximum deflection ofspring =100mm

.-. 200 = 3n + 100 + (n - 1) x 1

200 = 4n+ 100-1

200-99 = An

101
n = 25.25

Number of turns of coil = 25 turns

3.3.8.2 Determining theMean Diameter of the Spring

Spring index =-= 5

Where;

D = mean diameter of the spring

d = diameter of spring wire = 3mm
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Therefore,

D = 5d

= 5x 3 = 15mm

3.3.8.3 Pitch of Coil

., free length
Pitch of COll = ———

200 =i^=50rnm
25-1 24

Pitch of coil = 50mm

3.3.9 Power Requirement

The power required for the compression and molding of briquettes can be classified as listed

below

i. Power required to compress the briquetting material,

ii. Power required to drive the hydraulic pump

The summation these different power components give the total power requirement by the

machine.

Let

Pt= total power requirement ofthe machine

Pc =power required to compress the briquette material

Pb =power required to drive the hydraulic pump
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Total power (Pt) = P0.+ Ph

3.3.9.1 Power Required to Compress the Briquette Material (Pc)

Pc = W/T (Rajput, 2006)

Where

W= work done by hydraulic jack incompression

mg x d

m=maximum load capacity of hydraulic jack 10 ton (10000kg)

d=maximum distance travelled by jack =100mm (0.1m)

a= acceleration due to gravity = 9.8m/s

T=compressing time =5minutes =300 seconds

W= 10000 x 9.8 x 0.1 = 9800Nm

P=^ = 32.67fVm/s
L 300

PB= 32.67Nm/s

3.3.9.2 Power Required to Drive Hydraulic Pump (Ph)

Ph = W/T

W = F x d

Where;
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W=work done by hydraulic jack in compression

F=minimum force applied on hydraulic pump lever = 40W (Assumed)

d= length ofhydraulic pump lever= 0.25m

T= compression time= 5minutes= 300 seconds

W= 40 x 0.25 = lOWm

p, = — = 0.033Nm/s
h 300

Pt = Pc + Ph

= 32.67 + 0.033 = 32.703Nm/s
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3.4 Description and Princip.e ofOp*.*. «** Bricking Machine.

The ma„u* opened b„qUett,ng .acb.ne priced - ««. wo^op, HlfM.na
was used fc, —on and mo,dmg of d.fferen, agncutal *- P^« into . ».,„

cylmders, <be b„o,ettlng cha.be, cou.d produce four bncjueues i„ . ba.cb o^uon. ,,,„

^uC.ng cba.be, This confesses ,he brio.*, —s ^ns, *e bnque„,nS *„*«
IS

m>

below.
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Plate 3.U Pktorat view of the briquetting machine

3.4»1 Principle ofOperatioa of the Machine

The agricultural by-products (briquetting materials) are fed into the briquetting chamber

with the help ofarunnel the briquetting chamber is covered and screwed with the top cover, and

the hydraulic jack is pumped using the hand lever This jacks the piston up to compress the
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briquette material through the piston base against the top cover, the jack is pumped continuously

until the hand lever can no longer move, the compressed material is allowed for 10 minutes on

the machine. The top cover is unscrewed after compaction; and the formed briquette is extracted

by further jacking up of the hydraulic jack after unscrewing and removing the top cover.

3.5 Material Selection

The factors that guided the material selection were:

i) The material availability

ii) The ability of the material to withstand stress without failure under the different

loading conditions,

iii) The cost ofthe material,

iv) The ability to use the available manufacturing technology to process the materials.

3.6 Procedures for Briquetting of Cassava peels

3.6.1 List of Materials

i) Cassava peels (dry)

ii) Gum Arabic as binder

3.6.2 List of Equipments Used

i) Astopwatch was used during the experiment to record the timing of the different

stages of the test

ii) Weighing balance

iii) Crucible

iv) Waterbucket

v) Electric heater for boiling water
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vi) Stainless pan for proper mix

vii) Hydraulic briquetting machine for compaction

viii) Aluminium cooking pot

ix) Amanual compressing test machine

3.6.3 Selection of Agricultural By-Product Binder for Briquetting

Binders are substances that are suitable for holding substances or materials together by
surface attachment based on their cohesive and adhesive properties Considering the availability
and combustible characteristics of gum Arabic, it was selected and used as binder in tins project.

3.6.4 Procedure for Briquetting of Cassava peel (Without Binder)

Cassava peels collected from aprocessing plant were dried under the sun for three days.
After which they were pounded to reduce the particle stze. The reduced particle size was sieved,
usmg asieve of 1.8mm diameter to get fine partic.es of eo.ua, size. After which the fine partide
cassava peels were weighed and fed into the four cylinders of the briquetting chamber of the
fabricated hydraulrcally operated briquetting machine, the cylinders were filled to the brim. The
four cyhnders with cassava pee, particles were covered with the top cover and screwed. The
cassava pee, parttc.es were compressed by apply.ng pressure on the hydraulic jack using the
ta„d ,ever tUl it can no ,onger jack further. The compressed cassava pee, part.Ces were allowed
,„ stay under pressure for 10 minutes before unbolting and removing the top cover. Altcr
conrpaction, the formed hnquet.es were collected by gradual application of pressure to the
hydraulic ,ack ,0 collect the briquettes a, the top of the machine. The extracted briquettes were
dried under sun for six days. After drying, they were packed and conveyed to the .aboratory fo,

* test.
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Hate 3.1 Briquettes of cassava peels without Mader

«J Procedure tor Briauettiug of Cassava pee! with Biaders (Gum Arabic)

The gum Arabic was pounded and sieved to reduce the particle size, About »*«» of
the ft* structuredS-was disced iu02Utres of hot water at atemperature of UXTC It was
airad vigorously to achieve uniform mi. and form guru gel. The fme particle cassava peels
which was sieved withaItoot sieve was mtxed with the gut* gei at temperature range of SO»c
t0 VOOX they were stirred vigorously to achieve uniform mix. The mixture was fed into the
queuing chamber of the hydtamicatty operated briurtettirtg machme and confessed After
paction the formed bttouette « coUected by gra« applicatton of pressure at the
hydrauUc j* The extracted« was alW to dry under sua for some days before they
were conveyed to the laboratory for test.
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COMPACTION

Cassava peel ». MIXING TEMPERING EXTRACTION DRYING

1
Gum Arabic

FigJa: Briquette production seaueace.

Plate $J& Briattfittes <rf cassava peeU w&a binder

3.7 BriquetUag Tec&aatogy Used

The briquetting technology used in this project is the hydraulic piston press technology

The biomass material or briquette material is compressed against the cover ofthe briquetting

chamber by apiston moving up and down ofwoicli the motion is controlled by ahydraulic jack
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3.8 Test procedures of briquettes from cassava peels

3.8.1 Compressive test

The compressive strength was determined using a manual compressive test machine ol

weight 126kg with a model mark of C90. The machine which is hydraulically operated is

equipped with adie gauge, an upper base, and alower base with ahand lever attached to the side

of the compressing machine. During the test, the samples were placed on the machine and the

upper base was lowered with the aid of the hand lever so that it forces the sample against the

lower base of the machine, this was continued until the sample can no longer withstand the

pressure exerted on it by the upper base of the machine. The point at which the sample can no

longer withstand the pressure is the point of failure. At this point the sample would either crack

or divide into parts. Readings are then taken on the die gauge, which indicate the compressive

strength of the sample. The readings taken are presented on table 4.3 and 4.4 for briquettes with

binder and without binder respectively. Each experimental sample was replicated at least four

times, this process was repeated for charcoal, fuel wood, and briquette samples and the results

were subjected to simple statistical analysis.
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Plate 3.4; Pictorial view of the compressive test machine

3X2 Burning Efficiency

The burning test was carried out using the various briquettes replicates, to- test for the

burning capacity and the burning efficiency, There are different method of water boiling test to

be carried out, they are percentage Heat Utilized (PHUX Specific Fuel Consumption (SFQ The

specific fuel consumption wasdetermined by

Mekunle (2004)

Mass of briquette burnt

Mass of

Mi-Mf

err —

Mass of water boiled

S.F.C =
Mw- Mp

Where,

Mi = initialmass- of briquettebeforeburning, (kg>

Mf - Finalmass of briquette afterburnt, (kg>
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Mw = Mass of pot and water, (kg)

Mp = Mass of pot, (kg)

3.8.3 Moisture Content

The moisture content was determined by heating about 20g of the samples to 105°C for four

hours and calculating the loss in weight as percentage. The formula given below was used to

calculate the moisture content of the samples. Moisture content = 2~ ^lOO
w3-w1

Where;

Wi = weight of container

W2 = Weight of container + wet sample

W3 = Weight of container + dry sample

3.8.4 Ash content

The ash content was determined by heating at 500°C about 20g (0.02kg) of the powdered sample

for fifteen minutes in the muffle furnace to burn off the carbonaceous matter and for complete

combustion. During the test, a container of weight 0.02569kg was labeled Wi, the weight of

container plus sample before burning W2, and the weight of container plus sample after burning

W3. The respective values were then substituted into the formula given below to calculate for the

percentage ash.

Ash content = ^^^^100
w2-w1

Where;
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Wi = Weight of container

W2 =Weight ofcontainer + sample before heating

W3 =Weight ofcontainer + sample after heating

3.8.5 Volatile matter Determined

The volatile matter was determined by heating about 20g (0.02kg) of the air dried sample exactly

for 7 minutes in a crucible of weight 0.02569kg at a steady temperature of 925°C in muffle

furnace. The container was labeled W1; Weight of container plus sample before heating W2,

Weight of container plus sample after drying W3. The loss in weight was calculated as a

percentage minus percentage moisture to get the percentage volatile matter, as given in the

formula below. Volatile matter =^^XIOO - %Moisture

Where;

Wi = Weight of container

W2 =Weight ofcontainer + sample before heating

W3 =Weight ofcontainer + sample after heating

The percentage moisture has been calculated in the previous section.

3.8.6 Carbon content

The sum total of the percentages of the volatile matter, moisture and ash subtracted from hundred

gives the percentage of fixed carbon.

Carbon content = 100 - (%volatile matter + %moisture + %ash)
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3.8.7 Calorific value

The calorific value ofa fuel is the amount ofenergy liberated by burning a unit mass. It is

one of the important properties of afuel on which its efficiency is judged. During this test, the

moisture content, volatile matter, and ash content of the samples were determined in

Mechatromcs Laboratory Hof Agricultural and Bio-resources Engineering Department. The

moisture content was determined by heating aknown mass of the air dried samples to 105°C for

four hours in the oven and calculating the loss in weight as percentage. The volatile matter was

determined by heating aknown mass of the air dried sample exactly for seven minutes in asilica

crucible at a steady temperature of 925°C in a muffle furnace. The loss in weight calculated as

percentage minus percentage moisture gives the percentage volatile matter. The ash content was

determined by heating at 500°C about 20g of the powdered sample for fifteen minutes in the

muffle furnace to burn off the carbonaceous matter and observing when the colour turns

completely black for complete combustion. The weight of the residue remaining in the crucible

corresponds to the ash content of the sample, which is reported on percentage basis. The sum

total of the percentages of volatile matter, moisture and ash subtracted from hundred gives the

percentage of fixed carbon. The percentage carbon was substituted into the formula given below

to calculate the calorific value of the samples.

According to Gouthal (1989)

Calorificvalue = 147.6C + aV (Gouthal, 1989)

Where;

C = % of carbon

V = Volatile matter

a = Constant depending on V
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Table 3.1 shows Testprocedure for cassava peels briquettes

Table 3.1: Test Procedure for cassava peels briquette

Test Heat Treatment Duration Temperature Description

Moisture content Ovendried 4 hours 105°C

Ash Content Muffle furnace 15mins 500°C
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The weight of crucible and

Briquette samples were taken

and recorded Wi and W2 res

pectively. Briquette samples

were placed inside a crucible

and left inside the oven for the

time duration. After which it

was brought out and weighed

W:,.Thc loss in weight is calcul

ated as percentage.

Crucible was weighed and re

corded Wi. About 20g of the

sample was presented in

powdered form. Crucible plus

sample was weighed and re

corded W2. It was heated to

burn of the carbonaceous

matter. After which it was

brought out and weighed W3.

The weight of the residue re

maining in the crucible is the

ash content reported on

percentage basis.



Volatile matter muffle furnace 7mins 925°C about 20g of the sample was

Presented in powdered form

crucible was weighed and

recorded Wi.crucible plus

sample was weighed and

recorded W2. It was heated at

specified temperature. The

loss in weight was calculated

as percentage subtracted from

percentage moisture.

Combustion test briquette- 4:15secs

fuelled furnace

Carbon content
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100°C The combustion test was

carried out by determining the

specific fuel consumption.

Briquette sample before burn

ingwas weighed and recorded

Mi. The weight of pot was

Taken and recorded Mp. About

0.51itres of water plus mass of

potwas taken and recorded

M„. The values were then

substituted into formula to

get the specific fuel

consumption.

The sum total of the per

centages of volatile matter,

moisture and ash subtracted



Calorific value

Compressive test
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from hundred gives the

percentage of fixed carbon.

The calorific value was

determined by substituting

known values of percentage

carbon and volatile matter

into the following equation

given by Gouthal,

calorific value = 147.6C -I- aV

During the test, the samples

were placed on the

compressive machine and the

upper base was lowered with

the aid of the hand lever so

that it forces the sample

against the lower base of the

machine. This was continued

until the sample can no longer

withstand the pressure exerted

on it by the upper base of the

machine. At this point, the

sample would either crack or

divide into parts. Readings are

then taken on the die gauge,

which indicate the

compressive strength of the

sample.



CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS

4.1 Result

The mass ofbriquette with binder and mass ofbriquette without binder before burning

and after burnt are shown in table4.1 and table 4.2 respectively.

Table 4.1: The Mass ofBriquette with binder before burning and mass of
briquette after burnt.

Sample Mass ofbriquette before burning (kg) Mass ofbriquette after Durnt (kg)
Y> V, Y, Y4 Y Y, Y, Y3 Y4 Y

No.
! 0.09384 0.09379 0.09438 0.09388 0.09397 0.089 0.090 0.089 0.087 0.089
2 0.09345 0.09334 0.09337 0.09335 0.09338 0.087 0.086 0.087 0.090 0.088
3 0.08957 "^ HOR956 0.08955 0.08956 0.080 0.085 0082 0086 0083

Table 4.2: The Mass ofbriquette without binder before burning and mass ofbriquette
after burnt

S.mple MM,.«bnq««.btf.relHmua,W BU—l-1—-—*«»"
m. v- V- * * 1 Yl Y' * Y< Y
, 004802 0.04795 0.04810 0.04806 0.04803 0.044 0.042 0.040 0.043 0.042
2 004974 0.04968 0.04970 0.04972 0.04971 0.042 0.043 0.045 0.043 0043
3 n04992 0.04981 0.Q499O 004994 0.0499- "™ ""44 0.045 0.043 0.044
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respectively

1.U.430* nv,ie*,»ecl^.ndcJ*«aerfnro*^
•—:—z :—. — > " " r>

No.

Ashcontent (%)

Y, Y, Y, Y4 Y

Carbon content (%)

Y, Y, Y, Y4 Y

Calorific Value (KcalflCg)

Y, Y2 V, Y, Y

1 3.6 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.5

2 3.5 3.8 33 3.6 3.6

3 T9 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.7

863 86.8 86.5 873 86.8

87.7 87j6 88.1 87.7 87.8

86.7 87.7 86.4 86.9 86.9

7748.4 7762.6 7745.5 7803.6 7765.03

7764.2 77387 7776.4 7776.4 7763.8

7769.4 7746.4 7744.8 7770.8 7757.9

: KWdc^n^l«^^d««^»^^rf^*^^WBfcrTable 4.3(b)

Sample Votanle matter (%)

No. V, Y, V» Y4 Y

1 43 43 4.3 43 4.4

2 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.7

3 4.4 43 3.7 4.5 47

Table 4.4(a):

Sample Ashcontent (%)

No. U.
Y, Y

1 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.8 5.9

2 67 5.9 5.8 5.9 6.0

3 5.9 6> 5.9 63 6.1

Cempradvetest(KN)

V. V, Y, Y4 Y

84 75 80 823 80.4

82 783 803 90 823

85 70 85 95 83.8

Moisture content (%)

v. V, Y. Y4 Y

53 4.9 5.5 5.4 53

4.7 4.9 5.0 4.9 4.9

5.2 4.8 53 5.2 5.1

without binder

Carbon content (%)

v. Y7 V, Y, Y

863 865 86.8 86.6 86.7

857 853 85.1 85.4 853

Ml 83 85 2 8X4 83.4

Calorific Value (KeaVKg)

Y, V, Y* Y4__Y.

8061.2 7590.8 7582* 7611.2 7711.45

7541.4 7566.0 75637 7587.8 7564.6

7VK3 7531." I*"* 7SS3.7 7537.9

wtrboot binderTable 4.4(b): Phy**!, mecbantau and ebemtal proper** ofbriouctte.

Volatile matter (%)

Nft, Yl V* Y, Y, Y

3.1 3.2 3.4 3.1 37

3.7 3.9 3.7 35 3.8

5.0 3.7 5.1 53 4.8

Compressive test (KN)

v. V, Y, V, * v- v- Y» Y' Y
80 853 65 75 76.4 4.2 4.1 43 4.2 4.2
75 60 803 65 70.1 4.9 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.0
75 60 75 783 72.1 67 4.8 5.9 6.1 5.8
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The Ptysic^mec^andchen^,

Table 4.5: Tly4aa.wm***ria**~&wn9'^«**,^<^t*t*>
Batch Moisture Carbon Ash Compressive Volatile Calorific Burning

No. content (%)

5.0

content (%) content (%) test(%) matter (%)

5.0

value (Kcal/Kg)

7400

efficiency

Y, 80.0 3.0 55
0.0279

Y2 6.5 79.6 4.8 50 6.4 7485 0.0478

Y3 53 823 3.6 65 4.8 8315 0.0492

Y4 6.0 853 33 65 5.0 7600 0.0550

Y 5.7 81.85 3.7 75 53 7700 0.0449

Table 4*: Physical, mechanical and chemical properties ofcharcoal (Shea butter)

Batch Moisture Carbon Ash Compressive Volatfle Calorific Burning

No. content (%)

5.0

content (%) content (%) test(%) matter (%) value (Kcal/Kg) efficiency

Y, 82.0 5.0 20 4.8 8500 0.0586

Y2 53 803 5.8 20 43 8544 0.0489

Y3 43 80.0 6.0 20 5.0 8603 0.0934

Y4 4.8 84.5 53 20 4.4 8540 0.0942

Y 4.9 81.8 53 20 4.7 8547 0.0738
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4.1.1 Material and Labour cost

The cost of a component is usually influenced by its component design, manufecturing
techniques and method and the material used in making the component The cost of fabrication
ofthe machine is grouped into three, namely:

i. Material cost

ii. Labour cost

iii. Overhead cost

4.1.2 Material cost

Thematerial cost is tabulated below.

Table 4.7 Breakdown ofthematerial cost

s/ho Material/Part Quantity

4

Unit Priced)

300

Amount^)

1200

1. 75x 75 x 5mm Angle bar

2. "C sectioned bar 2 500 1000

3. 40mm pipe, 95mm inlength 4 125 500

4. 38.5mm hollow shaft,

100mm in length.

4 300 1200

5. 15mm shaft, 120mm in 4 200 800

6.

7.

8.

9.

length.

Bolt & nuts

Spring

10tonshydraulic jack

Flat bar

2

1

1

1

350

500

3500

1200

700

500

3500

1200

10. 6mm flat plate 1 300 300

Total

10900
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4.13 Labour cost

Labour cos, involves me cos. of the manning, cutting, weldmg and painting. «i. taken as 20%
ofthe material cost.

Therefore,

Labour cost =^x 10900 =#2180

4.1.4 Overhead cost

The overhead cost mcludes cost incurred during construction such as transportation, lubrication,
as well as other consumables. It is taken at 20% ofthe material cost

Overhead cort-^x 10900 =W2180

Therefore the total cost =10900 +2180 +2180 =N15260

4.1.5 Cost of Producing Briquette

Th. bri,ue«es were produced using the fabric** brio.ue.ting machine, cassava pee. and gun,

in an hour, the machine will produce eight briquettes.

Hme Malting machine wo*s for ,0 hours in aday, it win produce aa,*, of8x10 =80
briouettes/day. If *e machine has aIde span of .0 years (.20 mo„*s), .herefcre, about -
1S26Q _#127.17 ofthe machine is consumed every month

120
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«. ,. • «= ««**«! for the production ofbriquettesMe 4.8 shows me Us, ,uantiV and cos. of the mpu* needed for U,
!filbric^briqJ^gniachineforamontt.(30dars)

using ihe i

Table 4.8
Breakdown ofproduction cost ofbriquette/month

INPUTS

Aaterials:

• Cassavapeel 10 bags 200
2000.00

• Gum Arabic 7.5 mudus 700
5250.00

Equipment (Briquetting 1 machine 15260
127.17

machine)

Direct Labour
A worker 10000

10000.00

5000.00

Overheads

"" 223T7TT
TOTALCOSTOF

PRODUCTION

Therefore

Total cost ofproduction per month =M22377.17
_ 2237117 =#745.91

Total cost ofproducing 80 briquettes per day- 30
_ 745.91 __ ^jj 32

Total cost ofproducing abriquette- 80

Therefore, price tag for abriquette is WO
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4.1.6 Material Selection

The cho.ce of aparticular material depends on me materials tha, meet des.gr, specification,
which were obtained from calculations, the fol.ow.ng factors were taken ,n,o consideration when
selecting the materials;

. Material properties: The yield strength of the materia! selected must correspond ,„ or be
greater than that used in the design analysis and calculations.

. Deteriorative properties: Such as resistance to oxidation, corrosion or weathering were
also considered and are taking eare of by painting ofthe finished work.

. Manufacturing characteristics: This includes the mater.a. ability * be welded and
machined, as most joints are to be made by welding.

. Cos,: Material cost and manufacturing eost were considered. Relatively cheap materials
when compared to other engineering materials that meet the design constraints were

consideredduring selection.

. Aesthetic properties: Considering these parameters listed above and the design
calculations done, mild steel plates were used for the base plate, piessure plate, top pla.e
and other components were made from mild steel.

4.1.7 Sta.is.ica. analysis for Physical, mechanic,,, and chemical properties ofbnnucttcs

with binder

The physical, mechanical and chemical properties of briquettes with bmder were
presented ,n table 4.3. The moisture content, carbon content and volatile matter showed
statistical significant difference (P<0.05) while compression strength, calorific value, ash content
and combustion tes, did not show any significant d.fference (T<0 05). The eompress.ve strong,,,
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0f the brrquette w,fn binder ranged from 78 750 -80.375kN. The .owes, compressive s.rength o.
briquette was 78.750*. while the highest compressive strength was 80.375kN and the grand
mean was 79.625kN. The moisuire content of the br,quette with binder ranged from 4.850% -

highest moisture content of the briquette with binder was 5.325%. The combustion ,es, for
briquette w,th b.nder ranged from 0.055 -0.059. The lowest combustion test was 0.05,, whde
the highest combustion test value was 0.059. The ash - of the briquette w.th hinder ranged
from 3525% -3.725% The iowest ash content was 3.525%, while the highest ash content value
was 3.725%. The carbon content of the briquette with binder ranged from 86.800% -87.775*.
The ,owes, carbon content was 86.800%, wh.ie the highest carbon content vatae was 87.775%.
The volatile matte, of bnquette with binder ranged from 3.775% - 4.350%. The vo,ati,e manor

7,57,50Kca,/Kg -7777,25kca„kg. The lowest calorific value was 7757 850kca./kg at sample
3while the highest calorific value was 7777.525kcal/kg.
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4

without binder

,.8 Statistical analysis for Physical, mechanical and chemical properties of briquettes

The physical, mechanical and chemical properties of briquettes without binder wee
presented in table 4.8 The motor, content, carbon content and vo.atile matter showed statistic,
significant difference (P<0.05). The compression strength, calorific value, ash content and
combustion test did not show any significant difference (P<0.05) The compressive strength of
the br,que„e without binder ranged from 70.125KN - 76.375KN. The lowest compressive
strength of briquette was 70.125RN while fue h.ghes, compressive was 76.375kN and the grand
mean of compress.ve strength was 72.875kN. The moisture content of the briqucuo wuhou,
binder ranged from 4.175%- 5.750%. The moisture content of briquette was lowest a, sample 1
which was 4.175%. me highest moisture content of the bnquette without binder was 5.750%
The combustion test for br.quette without binder ranged from 0.055% - 0.058% The .owes,
combustion tes, was 0.055%, while the highest combustion test value was 0058% The ash
content of the briquette without binder ranged from 5.900% - 6.050%. The lowest ash conic,
was 5,00%, while the highest ash content vahie was 6.050%. The carbon content of the
briquette without bmder ranged from 83.425% - 87,75%. The lowest carbon con.cn. was
83.425%, whiie the highest carbon content value was 87.775%. The volatile matter of br.queuc
w„hou, b,nde, ranged from 3.200% - 4.775%. The volatile matter of the briquette withou,
bmder was lowest in sample 1which was 3.200% while the highest volatile matter recorded was
4775% The calorific value for bnquette withou, binder ranged from 7537 SSOkeal/kg
7711.450keal/kg. The lowest calorific value was 7537.850kcal/kg at sample 3wh.le die lughes.

calorific value was 7711 450kcal/kg.
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4.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULT

The results of the moisture content for bnquette with binder and without binder were

5.108% and 4.958% respectively. The moisture content were in agreement or close to the value

(5.7% and 4.9%) obtained from the control samples, Shea butter wood and charcoal respectively.

The results of the volatile matter presented in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show that briquette bonded

with gum Arabic type and bnquette without binder had amarked effect on the volatile matter of

briquettes with Pvalues of 0.002 and 0.013 respectively (Appendix I). The percentage volatile

matter in gum Arabic bonded briquettes was higher than that obtained in briquettes without

binder. The volatile matter of gum Arabic bonded bnquette increased from 3.775% to 4.775%,

while it increased from 3.200% to 4.350% in bnquette without binder. The values for volatile

matter in briquette with binder and briquette without binder of different samples (i.e. sample 1-

3) were close to the values (5.3% and 4.7%), which are values obtained from Shea butter wood

and charcoal respectively, Although, some of the values obtained in this research fall within the

3.500% - 9.8% range obtained in briquettes produced with binder and without binder. In terms

of quality specification, the low volatile matter recorded implies that the briquettes might not be
easy to ignite, but once ignited they will burn smoothly with clean flame without smoke. The

fuels related to smokeless grade are known to contain no more than 20% volatile substances

(Ivanov etal, 2003).

The percentage carbon content in gum Arabic bonded briquettes was slightly higher than

in briquettes without binder, with mean values of 87.167% and 85.167% respectively (Table 4.7

and 4.8) these carbon content values were almost the same with carbon content of Shea butter

wood and charcoal with values of 81.9% and 81% respectively. The highest percentage carbon

content of 87.775% was obtained when the cassava peel and gum Arabic blended in sample 2
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ce in value

ssive strength

whieh was in contrast to 86.775% obtained in briquettes without binder The difference
obtained could be attributed to the difference in compressed densities and compressive
of the two bnquette type, Nevertheless, the percentage carbon content obtained was withm the
84,7% . 90.9% range obtained in briquettes w,th binder and withou. binder. It is expected tha,
the h,gh percentage of carbon content and .ts smokeless fame will enhance the hea, value and
combustion duration of the briquette. When the percentage ash content of the briquettes was
considered, i, was discovered tat the type of bmder used does no, Significantly influence the ash
content of the bnquette (P - 0.149) Appendix Iand ,, was close to the value obtained from Shea
butter charcoal (P value of 0.144). The ash content of 5,67% obtained in bnquette wuhon,
bmder was h.gher than the 3.617% value obtained in gum Arabic-binded briquette. The lowes,
ash content ,n gum Arabic and briquettes without binder were obtained in bo* samples 1of w,,h
binder and without binder briquettes. The low ash recorded is areflection of the high heating
va,ue obtamed in the two bnquette types. Similar low percentage ash content has been reported
for briquettes from oil palm b.omass (Nasrm e, al, 2008) and briquette, from hgni.o wiO,
biobmders (Ivanov .,al, 2003). Ash content in the briquette normally causes an increase in u,c
combustion remnant in the form of ash, thereby lowering the heating effect of the bnquette

The grand mean combustion test was 0.056% and 0.056% fo, briquettes w,,h binder and
briquettes withou, binder respectively. These combustion test values were close to the values
„b,a,ned from Shea butter wood and charcoal which are 0.0449 And 0.0738 respectively
centra, hole in ute centre of cylindrical briquettes provides an insulated combustion *
resulting in less heat transfer by rad.ation ,0 tire surroundings from tins surface. This prod,
h,gher temperatures within ute hole compared ,0 the outer briquette surface which ,s mcontae,
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with the atmosphere. The steeper temperature gradients result in an increased rate of heat .ranslcr
into the solid at this surface, ahea, wave moves inside the solid,

rapidly increasing it. temperature. The result ,s afaster rate of pyrolys.s compared to the o.ner
briquette surface which ,s exposed to the atmosphere. This increased rate in pyrolysis in .he
central hole reg.on compared to the outer surface expla.ns the dev.ation of .he burn ra.e

cylindrical briquettes (Chaney et al, 2007).
Calorific value is one of the most important combustion properties for determining the

suitability of amaterial as fuel. It gives the indication of the quantity of fuel required to generate
aspecific amount of energy. The summation of the previous tests was reflected in the heating
value. The slightly higher heating value of 7766.392Kcal/kg obtained in gum Arabic bonded
bnquette compared to 7604.63Kcal/kg obtained in bnquette without binder. This could be
attributed to its higher compressed density, volatile matter, carbon content and low ash comet.
Variation in briquettes with binder and without binder was discovered to significantly influence
the heating values of the briquettes. These values were almost closed to 7700Kcal/kg obtained in
Shea butter wood. In terms of quality specification, this shows that an excellent fuel bnquette
can be produced from the cassava peel and the fact that the materials used ,e. the press, mould
and binders are cheap and require low technology, and make the production cost-effective.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

The physical, mechan.ca! and chemical properties of the briquettes were found to be
,nfl„e„ced by the binder used. In terms of ,ua„,y specification, the gum Arab.c bonded bnquOo
was better than unbounded bnquette, The results obtained on the physical, mechanical and
chemical properties show that both bmder types can produce high qual.ty charcoal br.quene wuh

sll0„ed statistical significant difference (P<0.05) while compressron strength, calone value, ash
content and combustion test d.d not show any signtf.cant difference (P<0;05).

52 RECOMMENDATION

For further research work on this project, the fo.low.ng recommendations are ,mpor,„n,:

,. „,s recommended mat other source of powering the machine shon.d be explored and
considered.

2. That different binders should be used in the production of briquettes as this may
improve the fuel quality of the briquettes.

3. That different sizes and shape of briquettes should be considered to get better surface
area and therefore make the drying process faster.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

Statistical Analysis of briquettes with bmder and without binder
ANOVA for Briquette with binder
Oneway pescriptives

88.101
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Compr_strengt Between
n Groups

Within Groups

Total

Moisture

Combustion

Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total
Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total

Ash_content Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

Carbon_conten Between
t Groups

Within Groups

Total

Volatilejnatter Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

Calorie Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total

ANOVA
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Post Hoc Tests

Homogeneous Subsets

Compr_strength

Duncan
Subset for

alpha = 0.05

1

78.7500

79.7500

80.3750

.671

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.

Moisture

Duncan

Subset for alpha =
0.05

Factor

2

3

Sig.

N 1

4.8500

5.1500

.090|

5.1500

5.3250

.296

Means for groups in homogeneous
subsets are displayed.
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Combustion

Duncan

Factor N

Subset for
alpha = 0.05

1

1 4 .055100

3 4 .055400

2 4 .058650

Sig. I .801|
Means for groups
homogeneous si
displayed.

; in

bsets are

Ash_content

Duncan

I
N

Subset for

alpha = 0.05

Factoi 1

1 A\ 3.5250

2 i [ 3.6000

3 i \ 3.7250

|Sig. .069

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.
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Carbon_content

Duncan

Subset for alpha =
0.05

Factor N 1

1

3

2

Sig.

86.8000

86.9250

.6711

87.7750

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous
subsets are displayed.

Duncan

Volatilejnatter

Subset for alpha =
0.05

Means for groups in homogeneous
subsets are displayed.

Duncan

Calorie

Subset for
alpha = 0.05

1

7757.8500

7763.8000

7777.5250

.2191

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.
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ANOVA for Briquette without binder

Oneway

Descriptives

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

Lower Upper
Bound Bound

N Mean

Std.

Deviation

Std.

Error
Minimum Maximum

.07500 86.4863

90.2375

6.0299

6.2256

6.3547

6.0656

86.9637

.18257 .09129 85.0095 85.5905

.61152 81.4789 85.3711
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65.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

4.10

4.90

4.80

4.10

.0402

.0374

.0390

.0374

5.80

5.80

5.90

5.80

86.60

85.10

82.40

05.50!

00.50|
\

78.50;
\

85.50J

4.20;

5.10;

6.20;

6.20;

.0804!

.0672;

.0004?

6.00;
6.20J
6.30J

6.30!

06.90;

85.50

85.20i



12| 85'150| 1.55417) .44865
06.90!

78291 .22601

TTmfe^Tist^ 7582.60 806i.20j

18.97718| 9.48859J 7534.4031J 7594.7969
7557.729712.49333| 6.24667| 7517.9703

46.15448 13-1911|7511.7712|7697.4955| 7525.30

72

7541.40 7587.80

7525.30 7553.70

8061.20



Compr_strength Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

Moisture

Combustion

Ash content

Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total
Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total

Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total

Carbon_content Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

Volatile_matter Between
Groups

Within Groups

Total

Calorie Between

Groups

Within Groups

Total

AN OVA

Sum of
Squares

81.500

692.062

773.562

4.962|

1.288

6.249

.000

.002

.002

.047

.220

.267

21.915

4.655

26.570

5.055

1.687

6.743

69889.927

165082.520

234972.447

df

73

Mean Square

9

1_1

9

11

9

11

9

11

9

11

9

11

9

111

40.750

76.896

2.481

.143

.000

.000

.023

.024

10.957

.517

2.528I

.187

34944.963

18342.502

Sig.

.530 .606!

17.342 .001!

.074 .9291

.421;

21.185 nnn.l

13.480 .0021

1.905 .204?



Post Hoc Tests

Homogeneous Subsets

Compr_strength

Duncan

Factor

Subset for
alpha = 0.05

1

70.1250

72.1250

76.3750

.360

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.
Moisture

Duncan

1
Subset for alpha = 0.05

1

4~1750
4.9500

Factor

5.7500

1.0001.000 1.000I
Means for groups in homogeneous suuseu. —
displayed.
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Duncan

Combustion

2Subset for
alpha = 0.05

054125

054600

.057900'

.7431

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.

Ash_content

Duncan

Subset for
alpha = 0.05

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.

Carbon_content

Duncan
Subset for alpha = 0.05

3
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Carbon_content

Duncan

86.7250

1.000

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are
displayed.

Duncan

Volatile_matter

Subset for alpha-
0.05

Means for groups in homogeneous
subsets are displayed.

Duncan

Factor

Calorie

N

Subset for
alpha = 0.05

1

7537.8500

7564.6000

7711.4500

.117

Means for groups in
homogeneous subsets are
displayed.
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